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Abstract. This paper presents an investigation on alternative approaches to the providing
of uncertainty estimates associated to point predictions of wind generation. Focus is given to
skill forecasts in the form of prediction risk indices, aiming at giving a comprehensive signal on
the expected level of forecast uncertainty. Ensemble predictions of wind generation are used
as input. A proposal for the definition of prediction risk indices is given. Such skill forecasts
are based on the dispersion of ensemble members for a single prediction horizon, or over a
set of successive look-ahead times. It is shown on the test case of a Danish offshore wind
farm how prediction risk indices may be related to several levels of forecast uncertainty (and
energy imbalances). Wind power ensemble predictions are derived from the transformation of
ECMWF and NCEP ensembles of meteorological variables to power, as well as by a lagged
average approach alternative. The ability of risk indices calculated from the various types of
ensembles forecasts to resolve among situations with different levels of uncertainty is discussed.

1. Introduction
The large scale integration of wind generation capacities induces difficulties in the management
of a power system. An additional challenge is to conciliate this deployment with the on-going
deregulation of the European electricity markets. Increasing the value of wind generation
through the improvement of prediction systems’ performance is one of the priorities in wind
energy research needs for the coming years [1]. Relevant prediction horizons are up to 72hour ahead, justifying the choice for this forecast length in the present paper. A state of
the art on wind power forecasting has been published by Giebel et al [2]. A large part of
recent research works in wind power forecasting has concentrated on associating uncertainty
estimates to point forecasts. Pinson and Kariniotakis [3] have described two complementary
approaches that consist in providing forecast users with skill forecasts (commonly in the form
of risk indices) or alternatively with probabilistic forecasts. For a thorough discussion on the
probabilistic forecasting alternative, we refer to Pinson et al [4] and references therein. Here
focus is given to the former type of uncertainty indicators.
It appears that low quality forecasts of wind generation are partly due to power prediction
models, and partly to Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) systems. Indeed, during some
periods weather dynamics can be relatively more predictable, while at some other point in time
they may prove to be unpredictable, and this regardless of the forecasting method employed.
c 2007 IOP Publishing Ltd
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Since power predictions are derived from nonlinear transformations of wind speed forecasts,
the level of uncertainty in meteorological predictions may be amplified or dampened through
this transformation. Providing forecast users with an a priori warning on the expected level
of prediction uncertainty may allow them to develop alternative (and more or less risk averse)
strategies. In an operational context, a skill forecast associated to a point prediction may be
more easily understood than probabilistic forecasts. Also, skill forecasts are not directly related
to a given prediction method: since they relate to an assessment of the inherent predictability of
the weather dynamics, they are expected to provide an a priori warning whatever the considered
single-valued forecast. Certain works in that direction are based on the definition of weather
dynamics indicators [5]. More precisely, methods from synoptic climatology take advantage of
measurements of wind speed and direction, as well as pressure, in order to classify local weather
conditions. Consequently, [5] relates such typical weather patterns to different levels of forecast
uncertainty. In contrast, ensemble forecasts of wind generation are used here as input for deriving
skill forecasts. Such type of forecasts consists of a set of alternative prediction scenarios over
a period of interest. Ensemble forecasts of meteorological variables are commonly produced by
integrating the uncertainty in the computation of NWPs [6]. Different types of meteorological
ensemble predictions are considered, provided either by the European Centre for Medium-range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF, 51 members) [7, 8] or by the National Centre for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP, 11 members) [9]. They are converted to ensemble predictions of wind power
following the method described by Nielsen et al [10]. They will be referred as ECMWF-EPW
and NCEP-EPW, respectively. A specificity of the conversion model in comparison with more
classical power curve models is that it forces power forecasts to span the whole range of potential
power values. Finally, lagged average ensembles, which consist in a set of forecasts with common
lead time, but issued at different time origins, are used as a benchmark. They are here obtained
by lagging wind power predictions produced with ECMWF control forecasts, and include 5
members. A full description of the various ensemble types is available in [11, Ch. 5].
The paper is structured as following. In a first stage, the methodology for skill forecasting
is described, with emphasis on the definition of prediction risk indices and the way they should
be related to forecast uncertainty. Then, the ability of the various risk indices to inform on
expected uncertainty is evaluated and discussed by using the test case of a Danish offshore wind
farm, over a period of 10 months. Concluding remarks end the paper.
2. Skill forecasts based on wind power ensembles
The methodology for skill forecasting dedicated to the wind power forecasting application is
developped here. First, a definition of prediction risk indices is proposed. It is based on the
dispersion of wind power ensembles over a single prediction horizon, or over a set of successive
look-ahead times. It is then explained how such prediction risk indices may be used as skill
forecasts, i.e. forecasts of the distributions of expected prediction errors. The relation between
prediction risk indices and the level of prediction error is described with conditional probability
diagrams.
2.1. Definition of prediction risk indices
Owing to the relation between the spread of ensemble members and the standard deviation of
the errors described in e.g. [11], it is proposed here to define prediction risk indices as a measure
of this ensemble spread. This measure is a continuous one, in contrast to some categorical
measures1 introduced in the meteorological literature, such as mode population [12] or ensemble
statistical entropy [13]. Such choice is motivated by the conclusions from Grimit [14], stating
1

The basic idea of categorical measures of ensemble spread consists in dividing the range of possible forecast
values in several bins, and to count the numbers of ensemble members falling in each bin.
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that continuous measures of ensemble spread are more appropriate if forecast’s users have a
continuous utility function2 . We assume that this is case or users of wind power predictions,
either for the management or trading of wind generation.
Ensemble predictions of wind power issued at time t consist in a set of J alternative predictions
(j)
p̂t+k/t (j = 1, . . . , J) for any lead time t + k. The weighted standard deviation σ̃t,k of ensemble
members is used as a measure of spread for that look-ahead time. σ̃t,k is given by

σ̃t,k

1
J

2 2
X
J
(j)
wj p̂t+k/t − p̄Jt+k/t 
= 
J −1


(1)

j=1

such that the sum of the weights wj totals 1, and with p̄Jt+k/t the mean of the J alternative
predictions for that lead time, that is
p̄Jt+k/t =

J
1 X (j)
p̂t+k/t
J

(2)

j=1

In equation (1), the weights may reflect the ability of the ensemble members to give an
assessment of predictability. If considering for instance an algorithm that derives a best-guess
forecast as a weighted average of the ensemble members, these weights could be directly used
in the calculation of σ̃t,k . A similar remark is valid if considering lagged average ensembles, for
which the weights in the optimal combination of the alternative predictions are a function of
their age.
Ensemble forecasts and power measures have different temporal resolution. Temporal
interpolation is thus used in order for both of them to have a 15-minute resolution. Even
though, the actual temporal resolution of ECMWF and NCEP meteorological ensembles is of
six hours. In addition, weather predictability does not have an instantaneous nature: it is very
unlikely that wind generation would be easily predictable for a given look-ahead time, and then
highly unpredictable for the following one. Hence, it is envisaged here to estimate predictability
over a time period. The use of the weighted standard deviation is generalized by computing the
average of σ̃t,k over a set of consecutive horizons, from look-ahead time k1 to k2 . This average
weighted standard deviation defines a Normalized Prediction Risk Index, abbreviated NPRI,
calculated as
k2
X
1
σ̃t,i
(3)
NPRI(k1 , k2 ) :=
k2 − k1 + 1
i=k1

with σ̃t,i given by equation (1). In the following, NPRIh denotes the prediction risk index
calculated on a per-horizon basis (i.e. such that k1 = k2 ) while NPRId stands for periods of 24
hours (i.e. day 1, day 2, etc).
2.2. Relating NPRI and prediction errors
2.2.1. Considering prediction errors as energy imbalances Prediction errors are expressed in
the form of energy imbalances since it is aimed at showing that NPRI can be used for informing
on the level of expected prediction error over a certain period of time. Energy imbalances are
defined here as the difference, in absolute value, between predicted and measured amounts of
energy over a period of interest. Both measured and predicted amounts of energy are normalized
2

The utility function for a forecast’s user is introduced and further discussed by Pinson et al [15].
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quantities, since power forecasts and measures are normalized values (by the nominal capacity
2
Pn ). The energy imbalance dt+k
t+k1 between lead time t + k1 and lead time t + k2 is
t+k2
t+k2
2
dt+k
t+k1 = |Et+k1 − Êt+k1 | = tr

k2
X

|pt+i − p̂t+i/t |

(4)

i=k1
t+k2
t+k2
where Êt+k1
and Et+k
are the predicted and measured quantities of energy over this period of
1
time, while tr is the temporal resolution of wind power predictions.
By calculating energy imbalances in absolute value, production surplus and shortage are
similarly accounted for. Prediction risk indices are meant for estimating the expected level of
uncertainty, but cannot give the sign of forecast errors. If considering a single look-ahead time,
the normalized imbalance equals the prediction error in absolute value. And, for successive
horizons, it is equivalent to the average absolute error over this time interval.
Prediction risk indices should provide information on the expected level of forecast uncertainty
whatever the point prediction method considered. Therefore, we do not concentrate hereafter
on the use of the best available point forecast of wind generation that can be derived from
ensembles, i.e. given by the ensemble mean (or the weighted mean for lagged average ensembles)
[11]. Instead, point predictions are produced as it is commonly done today, that is by applying
a statistical power curve model to the control forecasts provided by meteorological offices, here
from ECMWF or NCEP.

2.2.2. Conditional probability diagrams for relating NPRI to the level of expected prediction
error Following discussion in [14], the relationship between prediction risk indices and level
of prediction error is drawn from a probabilistic perspective. This proposal goes against the
traditional approach consisting in fitting a linear regressor between measures quantifying the
ensemble spread and predictor’s skill, associated with a correlation coefficient assessing the
strength of this relation (see [16, 17, 18] among others). The inconsistency of using the
correlation coefficient has been discussed by Grimit and Mass [17]: considering it for measuring
the strength of the relationship between the ensemble spread and the predictor’s skill implicitly
assumes a linear relation between these two variables, which is not true in practice3 .
A possibility for expressing the relation between NPRI and related prediction error in a
probabilistic manner is to use contingency tables, which give the probabilities of events defined
by the occurrence of NPRI-range/error-range pairs. Such idea has been proposed first by
Houtekamer [19] and consequently applied by Whitaker and Loughe [18]. Though, our choice
goes for conditional probability diagrams similar to those used by Moore and Kleeman [20],
which easily give a visual information on the relation between NPRI and prediction uncertainty
levels.
Conditional probability diagrams summarize distributions of energy imbalances given NPRI
values. The range of NPRI values is divided into categories defined as equally populated classes.
This follows from the idea that it is not the value of NPRI by itself that tells if the situation is
more or less uncertain, but more where this value is located in the climatological distribution of
NPRI values [13, 18]. Also, considering equally populated classes of NPRI values allows us to
compare skill forecasts made from ECMWF-EPW, NCEP-EPW or lagged average ensembles as
input, independently of the range of their ensemble spread values. A similar reasoning applies
for energy imbalances, which are normalized by their climatological value depending on the
look-ahead period. This climatological value corresponds to the average imbalance over the
3

Actually, it has been shown for an ideal ensemble of infinite size that the spread-error correlation can be written
analytically, as a function of the temporal variability of the ensemble spread [19]. In this model, the prediction
error is in absolute value. For an infinite spread variability, this spread-error correlation asymptotes to 0.8 [18].
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10-month evaluation period for each look-ahead period. When mentioning imbalance levels,
they will indeed be relative and expressed in percentage of their climatological value. Thus, we
will study how NPRI has the ability to tell if these imbalances are lower or higher than usual,
independently of the global performance of the considered point prediction method.
3. Results
In this Section is evaluated the ability of prediction risk indices to differentiate between situations
with low and high uncertainty depending on the use of ECMWF-EPW, NCEP-EPW, or lagged
average ensembles as input. This study is for the test case of the Tunø Knob wind farm,
located few kilometers off the east coast of Jutland in Denmark, with a nominal capacity Pn of
5MW. The period for which both meteorological and power data are avalaible covers the first
10 months of 2003. The temporal resolution of 15 minutes for power measurements is chosen as
the temporal resolution for the study.
3.1. Pointwise estimation of expected uncertainty
In a first stage, the ability of NPRI to inform on the level of prediction uncertainty when
calculated for each look-ahead time is evaluated, for the three sets of wind power ensemble
predictions. As explained in paragraph 2.1, NPRIh corresponds to the weighted standard
deviation of the ensemble members for a given look-ahead time. The weights for its calculation
are set to 1/J for ECMWF-EPW and NCEP-EPW (where J the number of ensemble members
equals 11 and 51, respectively). Alternatively, the weights given in table 1 are used for the case
of the lagged averaged ensembles, following [11]. Owing to the limited amount of data available
(only 300 series of wind power predictions over a 10-month evaluation period), and also for
comparison with results of the second part of the study, NPRI and energy imbalance values are
gathered for each day ahead.
Table 1. Weights used for calculating the NPRI when considering the lagged average ensembles. These
weights are those that would also be used for combination of ensemble members in order to obtain an
optimal single-valued prediction.
Forecast age [hours]
Weight

24
0.36

48
0.26

72
0.21

96
0.17

3.1.1. The NPRIh ability to inform on the expected imbalance level Figure 1 gives the example
of a conditional probability diagram for ECMWF-EPW for day 3 (i.e. for look-ahead times
between 48- and 72-hour ahead). It takes the form of a set of boxplots, summarizing distributions
of energy imbalances given the class of NPRIh values. Boxplots are centred on the average NPRIh
values for each class. Five different NPRI classes are considered, for which the related empirical
distributions of imbalances are composed by 1440 items each.
Evolution of mean values gives the general trend between NPRIh and level of prediction error.
There is a steady (and quasi linear) increase in the mean imbalance level when going from lowest
to highest NPRIh class. When NPRIh values belong to the NPRIh class 1, the average imbalance
level equals 30% of the climatological one. Though, for class 5, this average imbalance is more
than 5 times larger, reaching 155% of the climatological value. Using NPRIh with ECMWFEPW proves to be a possibility for resolving between situations with various levels of expected
imbalances.
The most interesting information comes from the quoted quantiles of conditional probability
distributions given the NPRIh class, since it informs on a lower and an upper bound for expected
5
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Figure 1. Conditional probability diagram giving the relation between NPRIh and level of energy
imbalance. NPRIh values are calculated from ECMWF-EPW. Results are for day 3 (prediction horizons
from 48 to 72-hour ahead). Empirical distributions are made up with 1440 elements. Boxplots give the
10% and 90% quantiles (lower and upper tips), the lower and upper quartiles (box bounds), the median
(central line) and finally the mean (o).

imbalances. In figure 1, one sees for instance that if NPRIh lies in the first class, then 90% of
imbalances are below 90% of the climatological imbalance level (for the considered look-ahead
time), while there is still a 10% probability that the level of imbalance exceeds 340% of the
climatological imbalance value if the NPRIh value belongs to class 5. The imbalance distributions
become much wider when NPRIh values are larger: the 10% quantiles are still close to zero, but
the 90% ones get much higher. This upper bound on the expected imbalance level informs on
the risk of relying on the provided wind power point prediction. From a risk aversion point of
view, it would be preferable to make conservative decisions if NPRIh values belong to class 5.
Note that here, imbalances are relative to their climatological level in order to better illustrate
the fact that prediction uncertainty is lower or higher than usual. Though, in an operational
context, expected levels of imbalance could be expressed with physical units (e.g. in MWh or in
percentage of the maximum possible generation over the time range).
The example of day 3 has been chosen for describing the relationship between NPRIh
calculated from ECMWF-EPW and level of imbalance in a probabilistic manner. The same kind
of relation can be witnessed for the other days, or for the other types of ensembles. Though,
that relationship may exhibit slightly different characteristics, which are studied in the following
paragraph.
3.1.2. Comparing the cases for which NPRIh is calculated with ECMWF-EPW, NCEP-EPW and
the lagged average ensembles The relation between NPRIh (for ECMWF-EPW) and imbalance
6
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on a per-look-ahead time basis has been described above. Here, a comparison is made between
the information content of the three types of ensemble predictions of wind generation considered.
This comparison is possible for the first 3 days ahead. The specific case of day 1 is irrelevant
since ECMWF-EPW are only available at the end of this first day in an operational context.
Focus is given to day 2 (look-ahead times between 24 and 48-hour ahead) for highlighting the
differences between the various wind power ensembles. Similar analyses were carried out for day
3, and the following comments are representative for the whole study.
Even if the NPRIh values are not scattered in the same manner when considering NCEPEPW, ECMWF-EPW, or lagged average ensembles, using classes of NPRIh values enables to
study the inherent ability of the various ensemble approaches to resolve between situations with
lower and higher uncertainty. These categories of NPRIh values permit to leave aside the problem
of their distributions and to assess how their variations may inform on expected imbalance level.
Therefore, when comparing the various approaches, we do not mention ranges of NPRIh values,
but only the NPRIh class, numbered from 1 to 5. Table 2 gathers some of the quantiles (r (α) ,
with α the proportion) and the mean µ of the conditional probability distributions of imbalances,
given the NPRIh class, for the three types of ensemble predictions.
Table 2. Characteristics of conditional imbalance distributions given the NPRIh class. r(α) denotes
the quantile with proportion α, while µ relates to the mean. Both NPRIh and imbalance values are
gathered over day 2 (look-ahead times between 24 and 48-hour ahead). Results are for ECMWF-EPW,
NCEP-EPW, and the lagged average ensembles respectively. Empirical distributions are made up with
1440 elements. Imbalance values correspond to relative imbalances (in % of their climatological level).

(a) - ECMWF-EPW
NPRIh class
1
2
3
4
5

r (0.1)
1.3
4.2
10.8
15.2
16.0

r (0.25)
2.9
15.2
30.1
44.3
47.5

r (0.5)
10.2
42.7
78.4
113.5
116.4

r (0.75)
28.7
89.6
157.7
202.7
223.5

r (0.9)
68.9
176.7
277.7
298.3
333.6

µ
27.7
70.5
113.7
137.4
150.7

r (0.9)
84.8
192.6
243.4
275.7
305.1

µ
30.4
75.9
108.7
130.93
154.0

r (0.9)
99.8
223.5
264.4
290.2
323.5

µ
40.0
89.1
114.9
127.6
128.3

(b) - NCEP-EPW
NPRIh class
1
2
3
4
5

r (0.1)
1.4
10.5
17.2
24.9
26.8

r (0.25)
4.7
22.4
39.8
56.5
69.4

r (0.5)
10.8
40.3
76.2
103.3
135.2

r (0.75)
29.3
91.3
146.1
176.5
218.7

(c) - lagged average ensembles
NPRIh class
1
2
3
4
5

r (0.1)
1.4
5.1
9.2
11.2
8.7

r (0.25)
3.7
20.0
28.9
35.3
27.1

r (0.5)
13.0
57.3
88.4
101.8
76.7

r (0.75)
40.2
117.0
171.6
192.6
187.8

The variability of the mean imbalance can be seen as a criterion for evaluating the ability
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of the different approaches for dissociating between several levels of forecast uncertainty. That
variability can be quantified by the ratio between the mean imbalances for NPRIh class 5 and
1. This ratio is equal to 5.4, 5.1 and 3.2 for ECMWF-EPW, NCEP-EPW and the lagged
average ensembles, respectively. ECMWF-EPW and NCEP-EPW have a higher differentiation
ability (with a slight advantage for ECMWF-EPW), far better than that of the lagged average
ensembles.
Then, focus is given to the quantiles of conditional imbalance distributions. The increase in
the spread4 of these distributions when going from the first to the fifth class is more significant
for ECMWF-EPW, followed by NCEP-EPW and the lagged average ensembles. This can also
be seen as another criterion for stating that ECMWF-based ensembles better resolve among
situations, since the variations in the range of expected imbalances are more pronounced. If
looking separately at lower (r (0.1) and r (0.25) ) and upper (r (0.75) and r (0.9) ) quantiles, one sees that
lower quantiles are more variable for NCEP-EPW while upper quantiles are more variable for
ECMWF-EPW. The first one better resolves the low part of conditional imbalance distributions
while the second better differentiates the upper part of these distributions. Therefore, if having a
risk aversion point of view, NPRIh used with ECMWF-EPW gives a more valuable information
on the risk one may face when relying on the provided point prediction.
The increase in the mean imbalance depending on NPRIh class is not as steady for the lagged
average ensembles than for the others. In addition, the four lowest quantiles decrease between
class 4 and 5. If the mean imbalance is higher for NPRIh class 5, it is only because this NPRIh
class contains very large prediction errors. But, it also contains more low prediction errors
than the fourth class. Note that this lagged averaging approach, even if less informative for
skill forecasting on a per-step ahead basis, has the great advantage of being a gratis and easily
applicable alternative to the use of ECMWF-based and NCEP-based ensemble predictions.
3.2. Estimation of the uncertainty for a look-ahead period
In a second stage, the possibility of inform on expected uncertainty for a look-ahead period is
considered, by calculating NPRI over a set of successive look-ahead times. The benefits of this
temporal integration of uncertainty estimation is assessed by looking at the relation between
NPRId classes and energy imbalances. Both quantities are calculated over 24 hours (thus for 96
consecutive look-ahead times). While Möhrlen [21] discussed the benefits of considering a larger
area when assessing the spread-skill relationship of wind power ensembles, the aim here is to
show how skill forecasting can benefit from temporal averaging of spread and skill. Also, adding
this temporal component would be relevant for real-world applications, since NPRId would be
related to levels of energy imbalance over the look-ahead period considered. Note that current
methods for uncertainty estimation of wind power predictions only focus on providing pointwise
uncertainty estimates (cf. discussion in Pinson et al [4]).
The 300 series of ensemble predictions over the 10-month evaluation period are considered.
Both NPRId values and energy imbalances are calculated for look-ahead times between 0 and
24-hour ahead (day 1), 24 and 48-hour ahead (day 2), etc. NPRId values are sorted in 5
equally populated classes. To each of these classes are associated the empirical distributions of
related energy imbalances, which contain 60 items each. The same quantities than in the above
paragraph are used for summarizing the characteristics of conditional probability distributions
(i.e. mean, median, quartiles and 10 and 90% quantiles).
3.2.1. The NPRId ability to inform on the expected imbalance level Focus is given first to the
same example than that considered in paragraph 3.1, which relates to the use of NPRId with
4

Here, the spread of the imbalance distributions can be quantified by the inter quartile range, or alternatively by
the distance between the quantiles with proportion 0.1 and 0.9. In general, the inter quartile range is preferred,
since it consists a more robust measure of the spread of an empirical distribution.
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ECMWF-EPW for horizons between 48 and 72-hour ahead. Related conditional probability
diagram is depicted in figure 2. As an interpretation of these conditional distributions, one sees
for instance that the relative imbalance over day 3 is between 55 and 295% of its climatological
level when a NPRId value lies in the fifth class. For comparison, this same relative imbalance
ranges from 5 to 85% of the climatological value only when NPRId belongs to the first class.
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Figure 2. Conditional distributions of energy imbalance given NPRId classes. Both imbalances and
NPRI values are calculated over day 3 (prediction horizons from 48 to 72-hour ahead). Empirical
distributions are made up with 60 elements. Boxplots give the 10% and 90% quantiles (lower and upper
tips), the lower and upper quartiles (box bounds), the median (central line) and finally the mean (o).

Similarly to the analysis carried out in paragraph 3.1, the increase of the mean energy
imbalance with the NPRId class is steady and quasi linear, with mean imbalance levels ranging
from 35 to 150% of their climatological value. Therefore, the ability of NPRId to be an indicator
of expected uncertainty is still valid when considering temporal averaging. In addition, imbalance
distributions for every NPRId class appear to be sharper than those obtained when using NPRIh
as an uncertainty indicator (cf. figure 1). For instance, the inter quartile range for NPRI class 4
equals 165% in the latter case, while it is only of 105% for the former one. These distributions
are sharper first because upper quartiles are at lower level and also because lower quartiles are at
a higher level (the same remark is valid for the 10% and 90% quantiles). Temporal averaging of
skill smoothes out differences between low and large prediction errors. From a skill forecasting
point of view, sharper distributions of expected imbalance are beneficial, since they give more
confidence in the estimation of forecast uncertainty.
3.2.2. Comparing the cases for which NPRId is calculated with ECMWF-EPW, NCEP-EPW and
the lagged average ensembles The comparison between the three types of ensemble predictions
is again carried out for day 2. Table 3 gathers some quantiles and the mean of condition
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imbalance distributions given the NPRId class. If no particular mention, the following remarks
are also valid for day 1 and day 3.
Table 3. Characteristics of conditional imbalance distributions given the NPRId class. r(α) denotes
the quantile with proportion α, while µ relates to the mean. Both NPRId and imbalance values are
gathered over day 2 (look-ahead times between 24 and 48-hour ahead). Results are for ECMWF-EPW,
NCEP-EPW, and the lagged average ensembles respectively. Empirical distributions are made up with
60 elements. Imbalance values correspond to relative imbalances (in % of their climatological level).

(a) - ECMWF-EPW
NPRId class
1
2
3
4
5

r (0.1)
3.6
23.5
29.7
67.3
60.1

r (0.25)
8.6
41.2
60.9
91.1
102.5

r (0.5)
24.4
61.4
94.7
115.0
125.6

r (0.75)
48.8
100.8
140.3
164.1
176.4

r (0.9)
88.3
171.1
192.7
203.0
222.6

µ
34.9
76.9
112.3
130.1
144.6

r (0.9)
71.9
140.7
189.7
198.1
234.5

µ
35.8
81.6
108.9
129.1
143.5

r (0.9)
97.9
170.1
229.1
194.9
195.0

µ
41.9
88.9
116.3
117.8
135.5

(b) - NCEP-EPW
NPRId class
1
2
3
4
5

r (0.1)
3.5
23.8
53.6
70.5
61.8

r (0.25)
10.9
41.0
70.9
87.2
95.6

r (0.5)
24.0
80.6
92.4
118.8
134.3

r (0.75)
36.9
110.4
140.3
158.0
181.0

(c) - lagged average ensembles
NPRId class
1
2
3
4
5

r (0.1)
7.1
8.1
47.4
29.9
55.1

r (0.25)
12.9
44.3
77.9
77.4
88.9

r (0.5)
30.4
75.8
96.8
115.6
120.9

r (0.75)
49.1
118.4
153.2
154.8
176.3

The ratios between mean imbalances for NPRId class 5 and NPRId class 1 equal 4.2, 4 and 3.2,
for ECMWF-EPW, NCEP-EPW and lagged average ensembles, respectively. The value of the
ratio for lagged averaging ensembles is similar to that calculates when focusing on NPRIh , while
it is significantly lower for the two others. This decrease is mainly due to the smoothing of skill,
not to a diminution in the ensembles’ ability to resolve among situations. In a general manner,
ECMWF-EPW and NCEP-EPW are still more skilful for indicating the expected imbalance
level. Though, lagged average ensembles gain from the consideration of a temporal component
for uncertainty estimation.
Imbalance distributions when considering NPRId are much sharper than when considering
NPRIh for the three types of ensembles. The inter quartile range is here between 26 (for NCEPEPW) and 40% (for ECMWF-EPW) for the first class of NPRId values. These values are slightly
higher than those in table 3. But for the other NPRId classes, it is actually the inverse: the
inter quantile range is much lower when imbalance values are sorted depending on NPRId values.
The reduction of the inter quartile range is up to 50%. Therefore, in terms of skill forecasting,
NPRId appears to be a better indicator, owing to these sharper distributions.
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4. Conclusions
The present investigation on the use of wind power ensemble predictions has revealed their
potential for associating skill forecasts to point predictions of wind generation. Focus has been
given to the possibility of communicating differently on expected level of prediction uncertainty.
Skill forecasts take the form of prediction risk indices. They may be seen as estimates of
short-term predictability of wind generation. They thus comprise a comprehensive signal on
the confidence forecast users may have in the power predictions provided regardless of the
method employed. The prediction risk index NPRI that has been introduced reflects the spread
of ensemble members for a single or a set of successive look-ahead times. Various types of
wind power ensemble forecasts have been considered: lagged average ensembles (obtained by
lagging the ECMWF control forecasts, 5 members), as well as wind power ensembles derived
from ECMWF (51 members) and NCEP (11 members) ensemble predictions of meteorological
variables. The investigation has been carried out on the case-study of the Tunø Knob wind
farm, over a period of 10 months.
The methodology developed has consisted in considering various equally populated classes
of NPRI values (more precisely 5 classes), and in establishing their probabilistic relation with
energy imbalance levels. It has been shown that for all different types of wind power ensembles
considered, NPRI could provide a useful information on expected level of forecast uncertainty.
An important point relates to the possibility and interest of defining prediction risk indices for
a look-ahead period. They then permit to inform on the level of expected energy imbalance
over the period considered. This contrasts with the common providing of pointwise uncertainty
estimates. Moreover, an important conclusion is that the gratis alternative of making up wind
power ensembles by lagging available point predictions proved to be valuable for estimating
the level of expected prediction uncertainty. Considering NCEP-based or ECMWF-based
ensembles of wind generation is justified by their better ability of resolving between low and
high predictability situations.
Perspectives regarding follow-up studies include: (i) a validation of the results on various
types of test-cases located in zones with different meteorological characteristics (for which
predictability may be more or less easily estimated); (ii) further investigation on other
possibilities for estimating the disagreement between ensemble members e.g. with categorical
measures (mode population and ensemble entropy); (iii) a study of other ensemble prediction
systems, which may be more appropriate for short-range applications than those considered
here; (iv) the use of such prediction risk indices in forecast combination or regime-switching
methods in order to dampen the risk of large prediction errors.
Finally, a last perspective concerns the real-world utilization of prediction risk indices by
end-users of wind power forecasts. As a first step, they can be communicated as a complement
to point predictions. This way, forecast users will get used to that information, as a signal on
the confidence they may have on the forecasts provided. Then, a second step will be to define
how to make alternative decisions (more or less conservative depending on the risk aversion
of forecast users) depending on the value of the prediction risk index, and to demonstrate the
resulting operational benefits.
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